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Dear pipe lovers, 

these days you can literally feel the hectic pace of everyday life 
on almost every street corner. Even if you wanted to take time for 
beautiful things, when could you possibly do it?

At the VAUEN pipe manufactory, we have been deliberately taking our time 
since 1848 to produce our masterpieces with a keen sense and by hand for 
pipe afficionados all over the world. 

In our society, indulgence really should not fall by the wayside. That’s why 
we have selected ‘Pairing’ as the theme for our new products brochure 
for spring/summer 2024 by combining various delightful products with 
other exquisite items.

There are many people who produce delectable products with passion 
and enthusiasm: whether it's the friendly winegrower harvesting the grapes, 
the charismatic bartender celebrating a cocktail or the traditional gingerbread 
manufacturer “Düll”, which has been producing genuine Nuremberg Elisen 
gingerbread for four generations.

In our new spring/summer brochure, we combine our newest items with 
a wide variety of products, whose synergetic effects are sure to create magical 
moments for you. Many highlights, such as our newest pipe of the year or 
our designer pipe Felix, impress with their flawless design language. 
Our new Jay white dot series revives the swinging flair of the roaring 1920s in 
the year 2024. Furthermore, we feature another special novelty: JUCAN®, our 
new smoking device, which stands out through sophisticated innovation 
and technical features. 

Take some time to browse through our new products brochure for spring/
summer 2024 and look forward to your next blissful moment of indulgence. 
We would love to hear about your own pairings and moments of delight. 

With all our best wishes,

Martin Ramsauer
Managing Director This abbreviation identifies pipes  

with a particularly attractive grain  
or an elaborate manufacturing.



With an artfully crafted design language for true afficionados, the 2024 
pipe of the year rounds off your distinguished smoking experience with an 
exquisite whisky pairing. With its sleek stem, a striking bowl with an implied 
conical shape and a tobacco chamber that is rounded at the bottom, this 
pipe epitomises the delightful harmony of pipe smoking.

The elegant stem and the curved lines of this unique model are perfectly
reflected in the interior of a stylish whisky glass. The highly polished, 
silver-coloured ring and the crossed pipes made of sterling silver add an 
elegant accent, while the raised mouthpiece emphasises the refined design.

The 2024 pipe of the year thus becomes a visual experience that combines 
the art of tobacco delight with the finesse of a high-quality whisky. Select 
your favourite from the fascinating designs and let this unique pipe whisk 
you away to a year full of sensual moments of pure delight – exclusive, 
limited and individually numbered.

    PiPe 
  of the year

2024

° Art.-No. J2024 B

° Art.-No. J2024 D

° Art.-No. J2024 A

°  Art.-No. J2024 CO 
partially sandblasted

°  Art.-No. J2024 R 
rusticated

°  Art.-No. J2024 CU 
partially sandblasted



weißwein

The new designer model Felix is our next pairing companion for 
connoisseurs who appreciate the fine flavour of a good white wine. 

The Felix model was developed in collaboration with our designer 
Felix Hoffmann. It is distinguished by its unusual shape that extends 
over the entire pipe. The clear lines with the prominent silver ring 
and the aesthetic design harmonise perfectly with a fine white wine.
Moreover, the Felix model’s choice of colours is a great way to 
emphasise your personal style.

The designer pipe is available in three colour variations 
(high-gloss white, high-gloss black or brown) and with special 
mouthpiece designs. Our Felix model is presented in beautiful 
jewellery packaging. 

° Art.-No. Felix 1

° Art.-No. Felix 2

° Art.-No. Felix 3



Innovation meets craftsmanship. The name JUCAN® represents a new category 
in the delightful world of smoking. With the development of modern shapes 
and useful features, our JUCAN® model succeeds in setting amazing accents. 
A new kind of smoking instrument, perfect for alternative indulgence on the go. 

Like a piece of chocolate, it stimulates the senses. Slow down for a moment, 
collect yourself and savour the moment. 

Available in three white dot versions (matt black, matt brown and black/brown 
sandblasted), it seduces with its purist elegance. Our JUCAN® is not only a 
visual highlight, but also technically remarkable. There is space inside for an 
additional filter and an extra portion of tobacco. The integrated tamper makes 
the JUCAN® an all-inclusive package with an ‘all-round carefree’ character. 
Suitable for our 6 mm Dr. Perl junior activated charcoal filters for an authentic 
flavour profile. 

JUCAN®, our alternative smoking device, 
comes with exclusive aluminium outdoor 
packaging that is not only waterproof 
but also odour-proof. Perfect for adven-
turers and globetrotters, every day and 
everywhere. 

®
° Art.-No. JUCAN 3

° Art.-No. JUCAN 2

° Art.-No. JUCAN 1



The new Jay white dot series pairs perfectly with a vodka martini for an 
all-round sophisticated experience. The smooth finish, paired with a brass ring 
bearing an engraved 1920s design, is reminiscent of the glamorous cocktail bars 
of the Roaring Twenties. This pipe is an artistic statement that captures the 
timeless elegance of a vodka martini and beckons you to smoke your favourite 
tobacco in style.

The six different shapes offer variety and individuality. Enjoy your vodka martini 
in style, accompanied by the Jay, which bridges the gap between the timeless 
cocktail and the art of tobacco tradition.

° Art.-No. JY 106

° Art.-No. JY 166

° Art.-No. JY 171

° Art.-No. JY 115

° Art.-No. JY 141 

° Art.-No. JY 142



The sandblasted finish of our Jay model sets a gentle tone to soothe the 
soul of tea lovers. The brass ring with a hint of vintage glamour gives this 
pipe a touch of nostalgia reminiscent of cosy tea ceremonies. Like a perfect 
tea caressing your senses, the Jay exudes a soothing elegance.

With six different shapes, the sand version of the Jay model also appeals 
to a wide range of tastes. The brass ring, bearing witness to past decades, 
combines the elegance of tea with the art of smoking. Immerse yourself in the 
relaxed atmosphere of a delightful tea moment, accompanied by the timeless 
Jay, which perfectly fuses the synergy of tobacco enjoyment and tea culture.

° Art.-No. JY 541

° Art.-No. JY 542

° Art.-No. JY 515

° Art.-No. JY 571

° Art.-No. JY 506

° Art.-No. JY 566



Our Lessing pipe without filter features a yellow mouthpiece that embodies 
style and ensures an unfiltered smoking experience. As the proud bearer of 
the white dot, it comes in a sandblasted finish with six different bowl shapes.

In addition to giving the pipe a striking appearance, the yellow mouthpiece 
also creates a visual link to the characteristic colour of the Negroni cocktail. 
The Lessing white dot series thus becomes an accessory that not only 
celebrates the art of smoking, but also the enjoyment of the famous drink. 

° Art.-No. LS 504

° Art.-No. LS 507

° Art.-No. LS 509

° Art.-No. LS 508

° Art.-No. LS 527

° Art.-No. LS 568



The Dante series creates an aesthetic bond with people who love a cup of 
good coffee. With its sandblasted finish and mottled brown mouthpiece, 
it captures the subtle flavours and nuances of a premium coffee. Like a cup 
of freshly brewed cappuccino, the Dante is presented in six different shapes 
as a journey through the diverse world of pure indulgence.

The new Dante series emphasises the artistic aspect of tobacco enjoyment. 
The sandblasted surface ensures that the pipe feels pleasant in your hand. 
Meanwhile, the bicolour look of the matt mouthpiece reflects the elegance 
of a perfect cappuccino. Experience the harmonious synergy of tobacco and 
coffee in every puff of the Dante, a tribute to the fine pleasures of smoking 
and coffee.

dante

° Art.-No. 5672

° Art.-No. 5627

° Art.-No. 5644

° Art.-No. 5603

° Art.-No. 5671

° Art.-No. 5631



Our
PAIRING RECOMMENDATIONS 
for perfect indulgence

WITH WHISKY

WITH WHITE WINE

WITH CHOCOLATE WITH COFFEE

WITH NEGRONI

WITH TEA

WITH VODKA MARTINI

Black Cavendish,  
light Virginia and Burley

balanced and 
velvety 

Virginia, dark Cavendish 
rounded off with
a bit of Burley

aromatic and 
sweet

Virginia Broken Flake, 
Black Cavendish and 
Burley

slightly tart and 
discreet 

Virginia with a high  
proportion of  
Black Cavendish

fruity and fresh

Black Cavendish,  
Virginia Ready Rubbed, 
Brown Cavendish and 
a touch of Golden Virginia

exotic and 
full-bodied

Flake-cut of sun-ripened 
Virginia of different
proveniences

natural 
sweetness  
and balanced

Brown, gold-yellow and  
red Virginia, roasted
Black Cavendish und 
Burley 

sweet fruity and 
complex
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